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Reading –  
Please read at 
least four times 
a week at home. 
If you can, try 
logging on to 
accelerated 
reader and 
trying a book 
quiz!  

 
 

Home 
learning –  
 
Practice your 
character’s lines.  
 
Think about your 
expression, how 
you might stand, 
and if your 
character is 
directed to enter 
and exit at 
different points of 
the script.   

Dear Parents/Carers, 

This week has been filled with excitement! From starting production rehearsals, finalising plans for 

residential, to receiving leavers hoodies and meeting staff from our new schools!  

We started the week with a whole class read of the production, alongside listening to, and starting to 

learn the songs. It has been SO wonderful to watch the children come out of their comfort zones and 

blossom as actors and actresses. The stage is now up in the hall, and we can really get stuck into 

scene blocking and finding our stage presence! It would be great if the children could practice their 

lines at home (either with a sibling or adult), to support their recall of the lines without scripts. You will 

have seen two letters this week, one with suggested ideas for costumes, and the second regarding 

production tickets. Please could costumes be in school no later than the 27th June. This gives us time 

between this date and the performances to source any missing pieces or add to the costumes with, 

for example, foliage. As it stands, there is a lot of space for the morning performance (9.30-11) on 

Thursday 21st July. A reminder to let me know how many tickets you require by Friday next week. 

Alongside our busy end of year shenanigans, we started our history sequence for this half term. We 

will be learning all about Ancient Greece! The children began by thinking about all the information 

they already collectively knew about the Greeks, and what questions they had moving forwards. We 

then discussed key events that happened and homed in on two specific cities that were prolific during 

this period: Athens and Sparta. The children then had the opportunity to use laptops to find out more 

about the above cities, thinking about how they were similar, and different by comparing their culture, 

religion, how they were ruled and what daily life was like for the people.  

Within science this week, the children focused on using their classification skills to help a zoo! The 

children had a selection of animals and had to classify them based on features they chose. E.g., 

does it have fur? Feathers? Two legs? Four legs? This will really help us with next week’s lesson, 

where will find out more about classification linked to Carl Linnaeus.  

A reminder that next Monday, is our residential. It is important all children are in no later than 9am, as 

we must be ready to board the coach at 9.15 from Dartington shops car park – I promise to take lots 

of photos!  

If you have any questions or queries, as always email dartington@lapsw.org or find me at the 

beginning/end of day in the classroom. Best wishes, Miss Humphries       

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

Thank you to everyone for 
continuing to do everything we 
can to make sure children are 
in school as much as possible. 

       

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Star of the Week  
Edith – for her compassion and flexibility with her changing role 
in the production this week, alongside being a supportive and 

trustworthy member of our class. 

 
 
 

Important! 
The weather is everchanging now, and as we begin to enter 

warmer weather, please can you ensure your child always has a 
water bottle in school. 
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